‘The Scramble 2018’
Format & Rules
Men play white tees, Ladies play Red tees
Each player must have an official NZGA Handicap, with amateur playing status
Maximum course handicaps: Ladies 36, Men 24
Each player must have at least 4 Tee shots count during the round. (This will give you two spare tee shots
for your team)
Two players must be nominated to tee off on each hole before any player tees off. The hole is completed
by all players thereafter playing from the selected shot until the ball is holed out
In the case that both the 2 selected players teeing off hit their ball out of bounds or lose the ball, the other
2 players must tee off and then the selected ball becomes the ball in play (this will be counted as the 3rd
shot) and will count to that persons 4 tee shots. Men & Women play off their selected tees I.e. Red &
White
There is one club length place to the greens. You must play your next shot within one club length place
but still in the same medium. You cannot drop from one medium to the other e.g. from the first cut to the
fairway
NB:
•
If the team decides to use a tee shot in the thick rough/scrub, the ball needs to be placed in the SAME
medium.
• If you choose a ball that’s in a water hazard you must drop the ball and not place. (A six inch place is
allowed in a Bunker)
• On the greens there will be a 6 inches place only
GUR is marked with blue lines. There are drop zones on the 13th & 16th holes marked with blue circles &
red dots
The overall final scores will be calculated at nett, after deducting team handicaps
Nearest the Pin on 12 : All 4 players to tee off this hole (The two players tee shots that will be used for
playing the hole must be nominated prior to the tee off. )
In case of a tie in scores a countback will be done based on Sunday’s score cards
Speed of Play
With a full field and this format it is possible that rounds may take up to 6 hours, please be prepared for a
slower than normal round of golf
• Please keep up with the group in front and follow the Course Marshalls instructions.
• When your team reaches the green and putts out; if a putt is within tapping distance you may mark
the ball and tap in. All other players still to putt can do so and will still count if holed out.
• Also the 2 players not selected on the hole to tee off should move (Safely) towards the landing area
approximately where the tee shots should land so they can get ready to play the next shot.
Practice
No practice is permitted on the course prior to play on either day
Tournament Committee
The Tournament Committee reserves the right to apply the rules as it sees fit. All decisions are final.

